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About This Game

Choose your Kingdom, collect your spells, herald your forces and prepare your weapons. The war for Euna awaits!

Kingdoms CCG is a unique digital trading card game where you take the role of a hero for one of the six great kingdoms of
Euna. Each Hero and Kingdom has a distinct play style creating a vibrant metagame. Decks consist of spells, creatures, gear and

powerful Rune Words that shape the battlefield. Combat takes place through a strategic three-lane system with lane changing
and defending available at all times. Battles are tight, tense and highly rewarding.

Kingdoms CCG has been designed to be fast to play, yet highly strategic. Play against other players in PVP arenas or live
Tournaments, or the challenging AI in the single-player campaign and Guild Wars. Win prizes monthly on the Arena Ladder or

battle through the ranks to reach the Epic Guild League. Glory is yours for the taking!
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Easy to Learn. Always a Challenge. Join the battle today!

Features include:

27 unique Heroes - each with 3 special abilities that charge over time and can be used to turn the tide of battle

6 Kingdoms - each with strengths, weaknesses and unique abilities - your Kingdom matters!

Over 900 cards - an amazing breadth of cards that allow for all types of decks - aggro, control and combo

Non-Linear Mana Progression - Gain 2 mana per turn, and turn cards into more. You control your fate!

Robust Guild System - Raise through the ranks to the challenge the Epic League, while gaining Honor to acquire
special cards

Live PVP Arena Ladders - Prove your are the best and win free packs and promo cards! A new ladder every month.

Challenging Single Player Training Grounds - Unlock heroes, win cards, gems and coins - all free!

Crafting - Turn extra cards into essence to craft new cards - even Epics!

FREE TO PLAY

Join for free. Play for free. Pay if you choose.

As a Collectable Card Game this game includes randomized Booster Packs that expand your collection and deck building
options. Of the 4 currently available sets, 3 can be purchased with Gold (in-game currency) and 1 require Gems (premium

currency).

Gems can be acquired for free by completing daily Arena challenges, completing Hero achievements, completing the campaign
and through high-level Guild play.

Special booster packs with cards from all sets can also be won through Tournaments.

Finally, all available heroes can be purchased with Gold.

Complete the Advanced Tutorials found on the Campaign screen and receive 7 FREE Core Booster Packs!
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Title: Kingdoms CCG
Genre: Free to Play, Strategy
Developer:
Ganz Studio
Publisher:
Ganz
Release Date: 22 Jan, 2015

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese
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Locked Fears is overall a great game. Being chased by something sinister and mysterious has always been a big factor for games
IMO. Game 8\/10 Graphics is 10\/10 Audio is 7\/10, meaning it is desynced at some points and I noticed a lot of 'dead' parts
when it came to the audio.

Also, dealing with the 'smoke monster' is quite a challenge. It sometimes camps on the areas you need to go. The game also does
not give enough clues to help the players. A huge trial and error.

Here's my take on Locked Fears on YouTube:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=-blLngJDNOw. Both this and Bad Dream: Fever are wonderful games. Interesting and
unusual adventure puzzles that often made me smile when I figured them out. I can't wait to see more from this developer!. This
game was awsome when i was young and still is but it sucks because NOW THERE SOME ♥♥♥♥ING ERROR AND NO
KNOW WAY TO ♥♥♥♥ING FIX IT I SAY REFUNDS ALL AROUND TO HO EVER HAS A PROBLEM WITH THIS
GAME. Never has a pattern matching game been so satisfying. From the smooth action of the pieces to the chunky sound
effects when you make connections, this is a game it's easy to spend hours on. Or, just ten minutes when you want something to
play. Not every game has to be a 60-hour epic. Whilst a lot of casual games are trite and only out to rob you via
microtransactions, Bejeweled keeps it simple.

There have been many sequels, variants and additions to the series and in fact you don't seem to be able to buy the original
direct from PopCap any more. I don't know why; the first is just fine as it is. Why try and improve upon it? It's like trying to
improve upon Tetris. Sure, some are enjoyable and you can heap on the fancy graphics and gameplay twists, but it's the core
idea which makes it work, not the frills.

I just wish it had a Linux port, that's all.... Before you make this purchase allow me to give you both positives and negatives on
this game. Lets start with the positive, The Graphics in the game is not bad, and work well with the game. The Story is ok. now
we get to the game killing aspects of the game for me. The controls are mediocare at best, what makes this worse is that the
game changes the camera angle in some instances making it worse, this is componded since you cant change the angle (as far as
i could tell). I played the game as long as I could hoping that it would get better it just got worse. I promptly removed the game
off my computer.

Possibly it gets better I do not know, but I do know I was glad I bought it during a Steam sell. I love a good ATC game. This is
just right!. I bought the game, played it and was totally creeped out. I also was unable to progress very far due to the limitations
of my play area, but if you've got a LARGE play area this might be a good one for you.. no, just... no. Nice work.But a little
need to improve road and should add cities instead of different bus-stops.
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There have been a number of comments about the takeoff performance of this aircraft. As far as I can tell, this plane has been
based heavilly on the report produced by the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough UK in September 1940 following test
flights of a captured aircraft. This report states that: 'The innitial accelleration is very good and the aircraft will not bucket or
swing' and later that: 'As long as the aircraft is not pulled off too quickly, take-off is fairly easy and straightforward'.

As specified in the report, you do have to hold the stick forward during takeoff and propeller torque is fairly strong and must be
corrected with a considerable amount of right rudder. It is also a swine to land, a fact that was also mentioned in the report.

There are a variety of descriptions of the behaviour of this plane on or near the ground and modeling this is heavilly dependant
on the interpretation of verbal reports. As a result it is difficult to say whether this should be more difficult on take off or not,
although everone remains entitled to their own oppinion on this.

The A2A Bf 109 may appeal to those who prefer a slightly more demanding simulation although there is not a world of
difference between the two models in this respect.. YOU GOTTA GO IN THE SPACE HOLE. Same piece of [censored]
[censored] like mm. No difference. Crying [censored] bois every game, no teamplay, ac exists just for fun. DO NOT spend ur
money on this [censored]. This [censored] doesn't worth even a rusty penny.. I do not reccomend the loco in it's current state,
but read on for more information.

DTG have taken an IHH model and have done... something... to it. I imagine a quick texture upgrade to make it compatible with
the latest version of TS, but other than that it's a mystery to me. I wish DTG would've done better justice to the last steam loco
built by BR.

PROS:
-Good looking, supposedly modernised model, something DTG is getting good at.
-Inclusion of a single and double-chimney version, with BR1A and BR1D tenders. 16T mineral wagons and a brake van are also
included.
-Fun scenarios. I acutally enjoyed a little challenge in them.

CONS:
-Bad sounds. As usual, DTG fall short of making a two-cylinder, double chinmey beheamoth sound daunting. At high speeds it
sounds like a diesel engine running out of fuel, oil, and coolant, all at the same time. Exactly like the European Asset Black 5...
Oh wait....
-In-cab features need work. The ejector knobs have been modelled, but not animated and used. They just sit there in front of
your face in the cab with no purpose other than to look interesting and unimportant.
-I can't change the headcode from Fast Freight, whish isn't all bad I suppose, considering that's what the 9F was built for. But
when I'm pulling a railtour with Evening Star, I want an Express headcode up front.
-Reliance on 3rds parties to fix otherwise correctable issues. there, I said it.

SSS have a great sound pack that adds seperate sounds to both the single and double-chimey versions, along with some cool
smoke particle effects and a new "dynamic" trillable whistle to replace the standard, repeating, shrieking mess. Steam chest
simulation and accurate brakes, among other things are also included. If you're gonna get this mammoth, don't bother unless you
intend to get the SSS pack alongside it.

This is DTG's way to make a quick pound (or dollar, in my case) with a second-hand model, with no real attention paid to the
contents they spewed forth. Rescued from perdition by SSS, it's a great model for the extra money of a 3rd party enhancement.

Overall 65%, with SSS pack 80%
. Over all it's not the worst game I've ever played and I do recommend it. There are some spelling and grammer errors, but I can
let those slide because I honestly find them extreamly funny (Light the campfire and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
and I personally would prefer they focus on improving game play over improving the grammer and spelling.
The controls are a bit difficut and jerky and the lighting is definantly an issue, going out at night is pretty much impossible.
Also, I gave a tool\/weapon to a character to use and then they dissappeared and I had to completly restart to the beginning
because I couldn't progress with out that tool and I'm not the best at saving on more than one save file, even though I know I
should.
It would probably help if more hints were given, you're given tasks with little to no directive. You kind of have to go in blind
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and then wing the game a lot of the time, a mini map or some kind of hints would be a huge help.
Yes it has it's issues, but it is a 5 dollar game, and in the end it's worth what you pay.. This game is a lot of fun. I beat it back
when I got it on Desura.
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